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                    Post task

                    Post your task details and description on our website or app
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                    Receive offers from nearby service providers with booking link
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                    Use Moovick Messenger to discuss details and choose the best option based on ratings and reviews
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                    Book and get your task done effortlessly
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                    Few tips for your smooth moving with love from Moovick                
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                            Learn Checklist                        
                    
                

            

        

    


    

    
    
        
            
                
                    Find help quick & easy!

                


                
                    
                        Moovick is an all-in-one platform that provides clients with on-demand, professional Service Providers for moves and home renovation jobs  in real-time for their day-to-day needs.                    
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                            Car (Taxi / Combo)


                            
                                Perfect for small boxes, airport pick ups and luggage transfer.                            
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                            Van (7-17 m3)

                            
                                Great for moving studio or one bedroom apartments with basic furniture items and boxes.                            
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                            3.5T Truck (20-24 m3)

                            
                                Best for 1-2 bedroom apartments, small homes moves and commercials goods.                            
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                            7.5T (+) Trucks

                            
                                Best for 2 to 3 room apartments and upto 10 standard size pallets                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    
    
    
        
            

            

            
                Thank you!            


            
                Your shipment request is successfully submitted to Moovick team.            


            
                It can up to 24hrs for you to receive final confirmation of your order along with the carrier contact details and pickup time via Email.            


            
                Meanwhile if you have any questions, feel free to contact us at support@moovick.com            

            
                
                    Ok, thanks                
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                    Wether its domestic or international, we plan a stress free experience for you and your loved ones                
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                    Why choose us?                


                
                    Experience is the key of success and that’s what our service providers have in abundance                
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                    happy moves
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                        cities across
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                        home

                        improvements

                    

                

            

        


                    
                
                    About us                
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                                Real professional don’t need roads to move!
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                                Lift your furniture to where it belongs.
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                                Lift or no lift? We still move your furniture.
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                                Team work makes the dream work.
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                                I am not small, I am space-efficient.
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                                As we evolve, our homes should too.
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                                Keep calm: renovation is in progress.
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                                Renovation: it won’t be easy, but it’ll be worth it.
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                                Packing is always a nightmare, but we do it so good.
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                                When you are professional, then it’s always efficient.
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                                Heavy items? We know how to handle!
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                                Boat, cars, piano - we move everything!
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                                Vans - the most practical transport for your move. 
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                Have any questions?            


            
                Get Help            
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                5.0

            

        


        
            
                Best service received

                Delivery partner was very friendly and flexible. He was hard working and made sure that all assemblies are done correctly. I would recommend all to use Moovick for relocation service.
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                            Relocation                        

                    


                    
                        within Stuttgart
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                        Service detail:

                    


                    
                        Home Move, furniture and boxes
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                        500€
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                5.0

            

        


        
            
                Moovick offers a very high standard of professional service

                They completely hand hold you through out the process. Its like almost being with you in person. I was coordinated for my case by "Misha" and the communication was crisp and clear. Strongly recommend.
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                            Relocation                        

                    


                    
                        Barleben to Braunschweig
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                        Home Move, furniture and boxes
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                I had a very comfortable and good experience

                The customised delivery support was very prompt over WhatsApp (communication in English which was super helpful). I was able to arrange a very last minute delivery of something I found on Ebay (for a sunday morning). The driver was also very helpful and went the extra mile helping with things that weren't necessarily a part of the service. Highly recommended to try this!
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                        Furniture pickup & Assembly
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                Excellent experience

                I sent the WhatsApp  well after 'after hours' and Misha from Moovick support was extremely efficient and helpful. This was a last minute booking from our side as our confirmed moovers had to cancel and i was so pleasantly surprised that within minutes Misha had confirmed that Olek would be available! Olek you guys were amazing thank you so much for being efficient and so friendly! Will definitely recommend and use this service next time.
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                        Home Move, furniture and boxes
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                Excellent support provided

                They helped us decide the appropriate size of the transport vehicle based on the number of items. The transport vehicle was very good and also the driver was very helpful. A 10 out of 10 for everything. I would definitely recommend the service.
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                        Home Move, furniture and boxes
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                The driver and helpers were very professional and quick in the entire process

                The decisions for splitting and loading between two vehicles were made on the go and the assembly service was also good. Thanks to moovick for being in constant communication for support. Highly recommend the service.
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                        Home Move, furniture and boxes
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                The only reasons I am giving 5 stars

                All in all, I have had a very smooth experience with LP support team, and would absolutely recommend the platform to anyone; ESPECIALLY, if you are new to the city, don’t speak German and need support in English, or are on a budget with moving within the city. The price is very reasonable for the service offered, of course this might be quite dynamic considering your package, but we ultimately pay for the service and trust, I believe!
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                        Furniture transport & Assembly
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                I highly recommend this service for a reasonable price

                Great customer support through WhatsApp even on holidays. Moovick helped me move from Munich to Hamburg very easily. The driver was very professional and punctual. To be honest, this is the best customer service I have experienced in Germany. 💯
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                        Home Move, furniture and boxes
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                Excellent service!

                Kamran went above and beyond! He understood exactly what I needed. Communication was always quick and smooth. I am very picky with the services I receive and he exceeded my expectations! Thank you, Kamran!
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                    Have a vehicle, skills and tools?

                    Join as a service provider!
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                    Install app!                


                
                    Post your moving or handyman task Ad on Moovick app and get instantly connected to the community of service providers!                
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            Have a move, project or a task in mind?        


        
               Contact Moovick team to sort it out        
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                    We use cookies for traffic analysis and measuring campaign effectiveness. Please feel free to read our Privacy Policy to learn about cookies and how can you disable them. By clicking "Agree" you consent with the use of cookies.                
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                    Follow us on social media                


                
                    Don’t miss the latest news! Read about travel and discover the world with us!                
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      Do you really want to take the transaction outside Moovick? 
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